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45.1
Introduction

The proper design of a reactor should lead to processes where the intrinsic ki-
netics would play the dominant role, leading to the maximum allowable conver-
sion and yield. In many practical reactors, however, physical processes limit the
production or throughput of the system. Thus, the basic problem in chemical re-
actor design and scale-up is to distribute and control the reactants, products and
catalyst concentrations, as well as the heat or other energy sources in specific cases
(photochemistry, microwave-assisted reactions, etc.), throughout the reactor. Ide-
ally, such a control would allow the maximization of conversion and yield without
the formation of side-products, in addition to operating safely away from runaway
zones. Therefore, chemical reactor design involves a knowledge not only of the in-
trinsic kinetics of the target synthesis, related thermodynamic data (e.g., solubili-
ties, heat of reaction), reactor characteristics in terms of mass and heat transfer,
flow pattern, phases hold up, but also their interactions.

For single liquid-phase reactors, knowledge of mixing in the reactor is gener-
ally sufficient to account for mass and heat distribution over the reactor volume.
Furthermore, when the reaction is not too rapid compared to the mixing times,
and there is no large exo- or endothermicity, knowledge of the intrinsic kinetics
is the only information required for reactor scale-up, and this allows predictions
to be made of reactor performance in a relatively straightforward manner. Scale-
up issues are discussed elsewhere in details [1–4]. This is the case for homoge-
neous single-phase hydrogenations – that is, those conducted with a hydrogen
transfer reagent such as isopropanol and which are carried out in one liquid
phase with a soluble molecular catalyst and in the absence of a gas or an im-
miscible liquid. Such hydrogenations can be analyzed and treated like any other
homogeneous reaction. In such a case – and because H-transfer catalytic hydro-
genations are not very fast – scale-up is easily achieved.

Most hydrogenations are carried out using dihydrogen, a molecular catalyst,
and the substrate dissolved in a liquid layer, leading to a gas–liquid process.
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Among the chemical industries, gas–liquid reactors are very common. Indeed,
they are used for a wide variety of applications, such as the production of chem-
icals by oxidation, hydrogenation, halogenation, sulfation, polymerization, for
gas scrubbing of CO2, H2S, SO2, NOx, HF, Cl2, and also in bioprocesses such
as aerobic fermentation and biological waste treatments [4]. Many types of gas–
liquid reactors have been reported that are presently used in industry [5]; these
include bubble columns, spray columns, multistage sieve plate bubble columns,
falling film reactors, stirred-tank reactors and loop reactors [3]. In such reactors,
in addition to mixing each phase, it is important to recognize other properties
before a meaningful design can be proposed. The extent of the gas–liquid inter-
face is one of the most important properties, as it governs mass transfer be-
tween the gas and liquid phases. Liquid phase hold-up is also important, since
when catalytic hydrogenations take place in the liquid phase the phase hold-up
will influence reactor productivity and heat transfer.

The aim of this chapter is to define the general requirements typical of gas–
liquid hydrogenations – that is, the main problems of hydrogenations related to
chemical engineering – and to analyze the influences of limiting physical phe-
nomena on productivity and selectivity. Whilst the chapter may help chemical
engineers, the main intention is to provide chemists with a degree of under-
standing to help in the design and choice of laboratory reactors, and to become
more familiar with the scale-up of homogeneous hydrogenation processes. A
preliminary, more generalized text – Chemical Reaction Engineering Aspects of
Homogeneous Catalyzed Processes – has already been published [6], while other
aspects such as catalyst separation are detailed elsewhere in this book. Multi-
phase hydrogenations (e.g., gas–liquid–liquid hydrogenations) are not detailed
here, and similar multiphase hydroformylations have been analyzed elsewhere
[7]. Other biphasic liquid–liquid hydrogenations using H-transfer reagents (so-
dium or ammonium formate, formic acid, etc.) are known, but are not used ex-
tensively on an industrial scale and will not be described here.

45.2
Fundamentals

45.2.1
Basics of Mass Transfer in Gas–Liquid Systems

First, we must consider a gas–liquid system separated by an interface. When
the thermodynamic equilibrium concentration is not reached for a transferable
solute A in the gas phase, a concentration gradient is established between the
two phases, and this will create a mass transfer flow of A from the gas phase to
the liquid phase. This is described by the “two-film” model proposed by W. G.
Whitman, where interphase mass transfer is ensured by diffusion of the solute
through two stagnant layers of thickness �G and �L on both sides of the inter-
face (Fig. 45.1) [1–4].
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The application of Fick’s law leads to the following description of mass trans-
fer (Eq. (1)):

JA � DA�G

�G
�CA�G � Ci

A�G� �
DA�L

�L
�Ci

A�L � CA�L� �1�

where JA is the molar rate of mass transfer per unit of interfacial area (mol s–1 m–2)
between the phases, DA,G and DA,L are the molecular diffusion coefficients
(m2 · s–1), CA,G and CA,L are the actual concentrations (mol m–3) in the bulk of
the liquid Ci

A�G and Ci
A�L are the concentrations of solute A at the interface in

the gas and the liquid phase, respectively.
The molar transfer rate coefficient kG (gas side) or kL (liquid side) (m s–1) can

be defined as the ratio between the intrinsic molecular diffusivity of the solute
gas A in the gas or liquid matrix and the diffusion lengths �G or �L (Eqs. (2)
and (3)). The diffusion lengths depend on the reactor flow and mixing proper-
ties.

DA�G

�G
� kG �2�

DA�L

�L
� kL �3�

Note that Eq. (3) (respectively Eq. (2)) is in fact the definition of the liquid
(gas) film thickness �L (�G), which cannot be measured because it does not
really exist. The advantage of this model is its simplicity, its teaching power,
and its ability to describe the coupling of mass transfer with chemical reactions
sufficiently accurately for most practical cases.
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Fig. 45.1 Schematic presentation of the two stagnant films
theory applied to gas–liquid systems, indicating the concen-
tration profiles on both sides of the interface.



Using these definitions, Eq. (1) can be rewritten as Eq. (4):

JA � kG�CA�G � Ci
A�G� � kL�Ci

A�L � CA�L� �4�

It can be assumed for almost all practical cases that equilibrium exists at the
interface between the two phases. The concentrations of solute A at the inter-
face, Ci

A�G and Ci
A�L, are related by the equilibrium relation of Eq. (5) and which,

for gases in general and hydrogen in particular, is often described using simpli-
fied Henry’s law applied at the interface (Eq. (6)).

Ci
A�L � mACi

A�G �5�

Ci
A�L �

Pi
pA

HA
�6�

Taking the Henry’s coefficient HA as constant, and with the definitions of the
molar transfer coefficients kG and kL (m s–1), the concentrations at the interface,
that cannot be measured, can be eliminated and Eq. (4) applied to the solute A
rearranges to:

JA � RT
kGHA

� 1
kL

� ��1 PpA

HA
� CA�L

� �
�7�

Note that the groups RT
kGHA

and 1
kL

represent the mass transfer resistances on
the gas and liquid sides, respectively.

In most of hydrogenation processes, the gas phase is mainly composed of hy-
drogen used in a pure form, often in a high gas phase concentration (H2 pressure
> 0.1 MPa). The other component is the solvent at the saturated vapor pressure,
which can be often neglected since hydrogenations with molecular catalysts are
performed at rather low temperatures (20–100 �C). Furthermore, the diffusion
coefficient of hydrogen is high, leading to large values of kG. Finally, hydrogen
is poorly soluble in liquids, and this reflects in high values of HA. All of these con-
siderations support the assumption that gas-phase resistance against mass trans-
fer is negligible for hydrogenations. Thus in practice, Eq. (7) reduces to:

JH � kL
PpH

HH
� CH�L

� �
or JH � kL�Ceq

H�L � CH�L� �8�

Knowing the interfacial or contact area A (m2) between the gas and the liquid
phase, the total molar flow �H (mol s–1) of transferred hydrogen is:

�H � kLA
PpH

HH
� CH�L

� �
�9�

Of course, when designing reactors it is interesting to refer to the specific
contact area a (m2 mG+L

–3) – that is, the interfacial area per unit volume of gas–
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liquid emulsion VR = VG+VL. The contact area A and the specific contact area a
are related by Eq. (10):

A � aVR �10�

In some cases, it can be useful to use other definitions for the specific contact
area. For example, some authors use aL, which is the interfacial area per unit vol-
ume of liquid (m2 mL

–3) or aG, the interfacial area per unit volume of gas (m2 mG
–3).

Note that the nomenclature a, aL or aG is not always specified. The specific contact
areas are related by:

A � aVR � aLVL � aGVG � aL�LVR � aG�GVR � aG�1� �L�VR �11�

where �L is the liquid hold-up of the gas–liquid emulsion. Using the definition,
the total molar flow �H becomes:

�H � kLa
PpH

HH
� CH�L

� �
VR �12�

Note that the ratio robs =�H/VR (mol s–1 m–3) is the observed rate of hydrogen
consumption from the gas phase.

This simplified description of molecular transfer of hydrogen from the gas
phase into the bulk of the liquid phase will be used extensively to describe the
coupling of mass transfer with the catalytic reaction. Beside the Henry coeffi-
cient (which will be described in Section 45.2.2.2 and is a thermodynamic con-
stant independent of the reactor used), the key parameters governing the mass
transfer process are the mass transfer coefficient kL and the specific contact area
a. Correlations used for the estimation of these parameters or their product
(i.e., the volumetric mass transfer coefficient kLa) will be presented in Section
45.3 on industrial reactors and scale-up issues. Note that the reciprocal of the
latter coefficient has a dimension of time and is the characteristic time for the
diffusion mass transfer process tdiffGL = 1/kLa (s).

45.2.2
Physical and Chemical Data for Hydrogenations

The design of gas–liquid reactors requires the consideration of four sets of basic
data:
(i) the heat of reaction;
(ii) distribution of the reagents between the phases at thermodynamic equilib-

rium – that is, hydrogen solubility in the liquid and the vapor pressure of
the solvent in the gas phase;

(iii) the physical rate at which hydrogen transfers from the gas phase to the liq-
uid phase – that is, mainly driven by the hydrogen diffusivity in the liquid
(see above) and the interfacial surface area; and

(iv) the chemical rate of transformation that is the intrinsic kinetic; this last
point is dealt with in Chapter 10, and will not be reviewed here.
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Although a comprehensive review of the data cited in points (i), (ii) and (iii) is
beyond the scope of this chapter, this section presents a selected collection of
data specific to hydrogen. For a more extensive discussion on the topic, the
reader is directed to textbooks in the field [8, 9].

45.2.2.1 Heat of Reaction
Hydrogenation reactions are mild to highly exothermic (Table 45.1). The highly
exothermic nitro-aromatic hydrogenations are generally performed with hetero-
geneous catalysts. Homogeneous hydrogenations concern almost exclusively the
reduction of carbon–carbon double bonds, carbonyls and imines which are
mildly exothermic. Furthermore, they are very selective so that in the case of
large molecules featuring several chemical functions, only one is generally hy-
drogenated, with the corresponding exotherm.

The Benson group contribution method, and more recent methodologies, al-
low the computation of heat of hydrogenation reactions, even for large mole-
cules (note that Benson method gives the reaction enthalpy assuming each spe-
cies to be a perfect gas!). Software and database (e.g., NIST) are also available.

45.2.2.2 Solubility
Many definitions are used to express the solubility of gases in liquids, but
usually the equilibrium law is defined as:

Hx
A �

PpA

xA
�13�

where xA is the mole fraction of gas A dissolved in the liquid, and PpA (MPa) is
the partial pressure of the gas A.

This equilibrium can also be expressed by Eq. (14) using the concentration of
A at the equilibrium in the liquid phase Ceq

A�L (mol m–3):

HA � PpA

Ceq
A�L

�14�
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Table 45.1 Heat of reaction for selected hydrogenations.

Reaction Example �H [kJ mol–1]

Alkenes to alkanes RCH=CHR�RCH2-CH2R
Cyclopentene�cyclopentane

–117
–113

Nitriles to amines RC�N�RCH2-NH2 –120
Alkynes to alkenes RC�CR�RCH=CHR –155
Aromatics to cycloalkanes Benzene�cyclohexane –208
Alkynes to alkanes RC�CR�RCH2-CH2R –274
Nitro-aromatics to amines Ph-NO2� Ph-NH2 –493



Hx
A (MPa) (Eq. (13)) and HA (MPa m3 mol–1) (Eq. (14)) are often referred to as

“Henry’s constant”, but they are in fact definitions which can be used for any com-
position of the phases. They reduce to Henry’s law for an ideal gas phase (low pres-
sure) and for infinitely dilute solution, and are “Henry’s constant” as they are the
limit when Ceq

A�L (or xA) goes to zero. When both phases behave ideally, H depends
on temperature only; for a dilute dissolving gas, H depends also on pressure when
the gas phase deviates from a perfect gas; finally, for a non-ideal solution (gas or
liquid), H depends on the composition. This clearly shows that H is not a “classi-
cal” thermodynamic constant and it should be called “Henry’s coefficient”.

For hydrogen, and within the temperature range used for homogeneous hy-
drogenations, H decreases when temperature increases and is only slightly de-
pendent on pressure and composition when an excess of solvent is used (Table
45.2). Although it is rarely encountered in homogeneous hydrogenations, exam-
ples of the pressure dependence on hydrogen solubility are also provided.

HA and Hx
A are related by the expression:

HA � Hx
A

CL
�15�

where CL (mol m–3) is the total concentration of the liquid phase. Often, only
Hx

A is available. In order to compute C eq
A,L, CL must be calculated or estimated

which can be difficult for mixed solvents and/or for real liquid phase containing
high concentrated reaction species for hydrogenation reaction. For example, the
calculation of CL, HA then C eq

A,L requires a knowledge of the liquid density at
the working temperature.

As discussed above, the hydrogen concentration increases with temperature,
and that contributes to the overall activation energy up to 6.4 kJ mol–1, far from
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Table 45.2 Examples of experimental correlations for hydrogen solubility.

Solvent Range/Units C eq
H,l or H x

H Reference

Ethanol 293–333 K C eq
H,L =0.0099 exp � 2640

RT

� �
PpH 10

Cyclohexane 283–323 K C eq
H,L =0.00529 exp � 3775

RT

� �
PpH 10

�-Methylstyrene C eq
H,L = (0.145T–16.985) PpH 11

Toluene/ethyl pyruvate CEtpy (mol m–3)
2–10 MPa
293–343 K

C eq
H,L = (357.2–10173 CEtpy) exp � 6352

RT

� �
PpH 12

Rapeseed oil 0.03–1 MPa
413–473 K

C eq
H,L =0.203 exp � 5900

RT

� �
PpH 13

Methanol H x
H (MPa)

PpH (Pa)
0.1–1.6 MPa
20–140 �C

H x
H = exp �122�3� 4815�6

T � 17�5 ln�T� � 1�4� 10�7PpH
� �

14

All correlations adapted to SI units: C eq
H,L (mol m–3), T (K), PpH (MPa) unless otherwise stated.



being negligible. It is thus advisable to correct the measured activation energy
from that of hydrogen dissolution in order to obtain the true chemical activation
energy of the catalytic process.

No comprehensive compilation of published hydrogen solubility data is avail-
able. However, useful data sources can be found elsewhere [7, 8, 15, 16]. As a
well-known general trend for mono- or di-atomic non-polar gases, the solubility
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Table 45.3 Examples of H2 solubility at 25 �C and < 0.1 MPa. a)

Type Solvent C eq
H,L [mol m–3] Reference

Ionic liquids Various 0.62 to 0.98 17
Water Water 0.81 14
Alcohols Methanol 3.40 to 3.70 17, 18

Ethanol 3.00 to 3.50 17–20
2-Propanol 3.27 18
1-Butanol 2.90 18
Cyclohexanol 1.60 19

Ethers 1,4-Dioxane 2.06 18
Esters Ethylacetate 3.45 18

n-Butylacetate 3.55 18
Ketones Acetone 3.15 to 4.10 15, 19, 20

Cyclohexanone 2.17 21
Alkanes n-Hexane 4.83 19

n-Heptane 4.60 to 4.70 15, 19, 20
n-Octane 4.21 19
n-Nonane 3.87 19
Cyclohexane 3.40 to 3.80 17–20
2,2,4-Trimethylpentane 4.74 19

Alkenes 1-Tetradecene 2.81 18
Cyclohexene 3.27 21

Aromatics Aniline 1.08 18
Nitrobenzene 1.40 18
Chlorobenzene 2.56 19
Benzene 2.54 to 2.98 17–20
1,2,4-Trimethylbenzene 2.59 18
�-Methylstyrene 2.65 22
Ethylbenzene 2.69 18
Toluene 2.81 to 3.50 17, 18
m-Xylene 2.91 to 3.40 18, 19

Chloroalkanes 1,2-Dichloroethane 2.25 18
Tetrachloromethane 3.14 to 3.47 15, 18
1,1,2,2-Tetrachloroethane 3.84 19

Fluorous 1,1,2-Trichloro-1,2,2-trifluoroethane 5.51 19
n-Perfluoroheptane 6.30 to 6.31 15, 19

Others Carbon disulfide 2.48 15, 19
Dimethyl sulfoxide 1.07 19

a) Some values computed from published correlations.



of hydrogen is very small in liquids exhibiting strong cohesion forces such as
water and ionic liquids, but it increases in organic solvent and reaches high sol-
ubility for fluorous media (Table 45.3).

Gas solubility in mixed solvents (and, therefore, Henry’s constant) varies with
solvent composition. The simplest approximation for this is given in Eq. (16) [23]:

ln�Hx�mix
A � �

�
j�solvents

xmix
j ln�Hx�j

A � �16�

where xmix
j is the molar fraction of solvent j in the mixture.

Good approximate values could be obtained using Eq. (16). For a 1 : 1 mixture
of methanol and methyl formate, calculated (Hx�calc

H � 520 MPa) and measured
(Hx�exp

H � 495 MPa) Henry coefficients only differ by less than 5% [24].
Very often, solubility and/or Henry’s coefficients are determined for each ap-

plication, preferentially using a liquid phase as close as possible to the real liq-
uid composition, and under the actual operating conditions. Details of experi-
mental methods have been published [16, 25]. Direct measurement of the hy-
drogen concentration in the liquid phase is also possible using specific probes.
Whereas several sensors and techniques have been developed in the past, they
cannot generally be applied to processes that may involve high temperature and
pressure (up to 500 K and 10 MPa) and corrosive environments. These problems
seem to be solved with a new development, albeit the response time is still an
issue for very fast processes [26]. Note that solubility could vary during the
course of reaction since the composition of the liquid changes [27].

45.2.2.3 Diffusivity
The gas A must transfer from the gas phase to the liquid phase. Equation (1) de-
scribes the specific (per m2) molar flow (JA) of A through the gas–liquid interface.
Considering only limitations in the liquid phase, this molar flow notably depends
on the liquid molecular diffusion coefficient DA,L (m2 s–1). Based on the liquid
state theories, DA,L can be calculated using the Stokes-Einstein expression, and
many correlations have been developed in order to estimate the liquid diffusion
coefficients. The best-known example is the Wilke and Chang (W-C) relationship,
but many others have been established and compared (Table 45.4) [28–33].

The coefficients are defined for infinitely dilute solution of solute in the sol-
vent L. However, they are assumed to be valid even for concentrations of solute
of 5 to 10 mol.%. The relationships are available for pure solvent, and could be
used for mixture of solvents composed of molecules of close size and shape.
They all refer to the solvent viscosity which can be estimated or measured. Pres-
sure has a negligible influence on liquid viscosity, which decreases with tem-
perature. As a consequence, pressure has a weak influence on liquid diffusion
coefficient; conversely, diffusivity increases significantly with temperature (Table
45.4). For mixtures of liquids, an averaged value for the viscosity should be em-
ployed.
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Generally, diffusion coefficients at infinite dilution are in the range 5� 10–10

and 3 �10–9 m2 s–1 [29, 35, 36]. Since hydrogen is a very small molecule, it dif-
fuses faster than most other dissolved gas. As a result, correlation-based esti-
mates are often underestimated, as shown in Table 45.5.

A wide range of values (one decade!) could be obtained using correlations as
well as using different experimental methods [34, 38, 43]. As for solubility, dif-
fusion coefficient at infinite dilution should be determined experimentally using
the real liquid phase. Experimental methods are, however, more complex to car-
ry out and correlations are widely used.

45.2.3
Coupling Between Mass Transfer and a Single Homogeneous Irreversible Reaction

For a simple hydrogenation reaction between H2 transferred from the gas phase
with the substrate S present in the bulk liquid phase (S+H2�P), considering
no mass transfer resistance on the gas side and a gradientless concentration of
the molecular catalyst in the liquid phase, various concentration profiles in the
liquid boundary layer, or film, exist (Fig. 45.2).

Case 1 in Figure 45.2 refers to a case where the reaction between S and H2 is
very slow. In that case, the rate of hydrogen consumed by the reaction (i.e., the
rate of the reaction) is small compared to the maximum rate of mass transfer.
Thus, mass transfer feeds the liquid phase easily with dissolved hydrogen. The
liquid-phase hydrogen concentration is very close to that at equilibrium given
by the Henry’s law:

CH�L � Ceq
H�L �

PpH

HH
�17�

45 Chemical Reaction Engineering Aspects of Homogeneous Hydrogenations1526

Table 45.4 Estimation of the diffusion coefficient in liquid phase.

1 Stokes-Einstein DA�L � kT
3��L�A

2 Wilke and Chang DA�L � 5�8810�17 T
����������
�ML
�
�L�

0�6
A

	= 1, non-associated liquid
	= 2.6, water
	= 1–2, liquid with hydrogen bonding

3 Diaz et al. DA�L�25	C� � 1�8610�12 �0�36
L

�0�64
A �0�61

L

DA�L�T�
DA�L�25	C� � 4996 e

�2539
T

273< T < 338 K

a = 1, b= –1.15, water

4 Sovová DA�L � 1�3210�15 a�b
L

�0�6
A

a = 1.8, b = –1.15, spherical molecule
a = 203.2, b = –0.5, alkane, n-alcohol
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The concentration of the substrate S is also uniform throughout the boundary
layer. This case is often called “chemical regime”, because the limiting phenom-
enon is the chemical reaction and not the physical process of mass transfer. In
that case, the gas–liquid contact area (A, a, aL. . . ) is not a crucial parameter;
conversely, the liquid retention (�L) must be high to promote the reaction.

Curve 2 in Figure 45.2 depicts the case where the hydrogenation reaction is
not that slow. Most of the conversion still takes place in the bulk of the liquid,
so that the concentration of S in the film is almost that in the bulk of the liq-
uid; the fall in hydrogen concentration across the film is mainly due to the dif-
fusional resistance coupled to the “pumping” effect of the reaction in the bulk
liquid. In that case an efficient reactor must have a high liquid retention, �L, for
the reaction to take place in the bulk, and a high surface area, a, for hydrogen
transfer through the film.
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Fig. 45.2 Possible qualitative concentration profiles in the liq-
uid boundary layer for homogeneous hydrogenations with mo-
lecular catalysts.



In case 3 in Figure 45.2, the curves give qualitatively the concentrations distri-
butions for a moderately fast reaction. Here, a significant fraction of the gas
that dissolves, is converted within the boundary layer before reaching the bulk
liquid. Correspondingly, S is also converted in the film and its concentration is
lower than in the bulk of liquid phase. Since a significant part of the conversion
takes place in the film, the interface area becomes even more important than in
the previous cases, and reactors developing a larger specific contact area will
drive to higher conversion rates. Finally, in case 4, the reaction is so fast that it
occurs completely in the film. No reaction takes place in the bulk liquid phase
(CH,L = 0) and the observed rate of conversion is proportional to the contact area.
The liquid retention �L is of no importance.

The above general qualitative discussion points that at least three important
parameters play a role in the coupling of mass transfer with the chemical reac-
tion:
� the ratio between the intrinsic reaction rate and the maximum transfer rate;
� the specific contact area (or interface/volume ratio) of the gas–liquid phases;

and
� the concentration ratio Ceq

H�L�CS�L.

Although more fundamental approaches are used in the science of chemical
reaction engineering to account for the diffusion/reaction coupling, we rather
propose the explanation restricted to rate laws of first order with respect to hy-
drogen and based on intuition.

The exact composition of the liquid with respect to hydrogen cannot be guessed.
Consequently, we can only estimate either transfer or reaction maximum rates
and fluxes. From Eq. (12), the maximum mass transfer rate �max

H (mol s–1) is ob-
tained when the reaction is so “fast” that the bulk concentration of dissolved hy-
drogen is zero (CH,L= 0), as given in Eq. (18).

�max
H � kLaVR

PpH

HH
� kLaVRCeq

H�L �18�

Assuming a first-order rate law with respect to hydrogen, with a kinetic con-
stant kc, the maximum rate of chemical reaction (mol s–1 mL

–3) is obtained when
the hydrogen concentration reaches equilibrium (CH,L = C eq

H,L) and the corre-
sponding maximum reaction flux �max

Chem(mol s–1) results in Eq. (19).
�Chem = rVR = kcCH,LVR with CH,L = C eq

H,L affords:

�max
Chem � rVR � kcC

eq
H�LVR �19�

If 
2 is the ratio of these maximal fluxes, this is rewritten as (Eq. (20)):

�2 � rVL

kLaVR

PpH

HH
� CH�L

� ��1

� r

kLaLCeq
H�L

� kc

kLaL
� kc�L

kLa
�20�
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Three situations arise:
� kLa
kc�L�
2�1. The mass transfer is very easy compared to the chemical

reaction. The latter is thus the limiting process, and the reacting system is de-
scribed as operating in the “chemical regime” as depicted in Figure 45.2a.

� kLa�kc�L�
2
1. The mass transfer is difficult compared to the chemical re-
action. The mass transfer is the limiting process, and the system is described as
operating in the “diffusion controlled regime” (Fig. 45.2, cases 1 to 4).

� kLa and kc�L are close �
2 is close to unity. Both the chemical and physical
processes are important and contribute to the overall hydrogenation rate.

The reasoning was built using the constants describing the physical and chemi-
cal processes. It is often more convenient to compare the characteristic times of
the processes involved. Equation (20) transforms into Eq. (21):

�2 � kc

kLaL
� tdiffGL

tc
�21�

where tdiffGL is the characteristic diffusional gas–liquid mass transfer time
(tdiffGL = 1/kLaL) and tc is the characteristic chemical reaction time which, for a
first-order reaction, is the reciprocal of the kinetic constant (tc = 1/kc). Many
other physical phenomena that can interfere with the chemical reaction are de-
scribed by their characteristic times. These include macro- and micro-mixing,
mass transport by convection, and heat exchange. Often, a simple comparison
of these characteristic times offers a simple and convenient tool to identify the
dominant process in the reactor.

The qualitative results above are obtained for first-order kinetics. The proper
quantitative dimensionless criterion describing reaction/diffusion coupling for ki-
netic laws nth order with respect to the gas solute and mth order with respect to
the substrate has been derived using more complex mathematics, following the
pioneering investigations of Hatta. For homogeneous hydrogenations S + H2

�P, the rate laws write r = kc(CH,L)n(CS,L)m leading to the Hatta number (Eq. (22)).

Ha � 1
kL

���������������������������������������������������
2

n� 1
DH�LkcCi

H�L
�n�1�Cm

S�L

�
�22�

where DH,L is the diffusion coefficient of hydrogen in the liquid and C i
H,L is the

hydrogen concentration at the interface (see Fig. 45.1). It can be easily recog-
nized that both numbers Ha and 
 compare the rate of chemical reaction and
that of diffusion.

In order to compute Ha, the first problem is the knowledge of C i
H,L. It was

noted earlier that the resistance to mass transfer on the gas side is negligible,
but this assumption is valid only when the gas phase is composed of pure hy-
drogen – that is, the vapor pressure of the solvent and substrate are negligible
and it must be checked. Under this assumption, Eq. (17) applies and Eq. (22)
becomes:
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Ha � 1
kL

���������������������������������������������������
2

n� 1
DH�LkcC

eq
H�L
�n�1�Cm

S�L

�
�23�

In general, the intrinsic kinetics, the diffusion, mass transfer and Henry coef-
ficients are either known or can be estimated, while the Hatta number can be
determined. This is the first step in assessing the working regime of the reac-
tor.

The Hatta criterion compares the rates of the mass transfer (diffusion) pro-
cess and that of the chemical reaction. In gas–liquid reactions, a further compli-
cation arises because the chemical reaction can lead to an increase of the rate of
mass transfer. Intuition provides an explanation for this. Some of the reaction
will proceed within the liquid boundary layer, and consequently some hydrogen
will be consumed already within the boundary layer. As a result, the molar
transfer rate JH with reaction will be higher than that without reaction. One can
now feel the impact of the rate of reaction not only on the transfer rate but also,
as a second-order effect, on the enhancement of the transfer rate. In the case of
a slow reaction (see case 2 in Fig. 45.2), the enhancement is negligible. For a
faster reaction, however, a large part of the conversion occurs in the boundary
layer, and this results in an overall increase of mass transfer (cases 3 and 4 in
Fig. 45.2).

For a more general and quantitative description of the mass transfer rate and
in the absence of mass transfer limitations on the gas side, the enhancement
factor E � 1 is defined as:

JH � EkL�Ceq
H�L � CH�L� �24�

Since E depends itself on CH,L, which in turn depends on the intrinsic ki-
netics, its value is not obvious to compute. For first-order reactions, the system
formed with Eqs. (24) to (26), and with the given boundary conditions and cor-
responding to the qualitative profiles of Figure 45.2, must be solved.

Mass balance of hydrogen: DH�L
d2CH

dx2 � kcCHCS �25�

Mass balance of the substrate: DS�L
d2CS

dx2 � kcCHCS �26�

Boundary conditions: x= 0, CH = C i
H,L and dCS�dx � 0

x=�L, CH = CH,L and CS = CS,L

The boundary conditions require knowledge of the interface concentration of
hydrogen C i

H,L to compute E (see below). For hydrogenations, the equilibrium
concentration (C i

H,L = C eq
H,L) can be used, albeit with the assumption of no mass

transfer resistance on the gas side. Otherwise, it must be determined using Eq.
(4). The boundary conditions for the substrate S state that it is not transferred
to the gas phase – that is, S is not vaporized. This assumption is most often
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valid since substrates involved in homogeneous hydrogenations are rather large
molecules of molecular weight � 120 and with high boiling points (�150 �C).
Key values kL, DH,L, DS,L, kc are of the same type as those required to compute
the Hatta number (see above).

An approximate analytical solution to this system has been proposed by van
Krevelen and Hoftijzer (Eq. (27) and Fig. 45.3)):

E � Ha

th�Ha� � Ha � Ha

����������������
E� � E
E� � 1

�
� E� � 1� DS�LCS�L

DH�LCi
H�L

�27�

where E� is the limiting enhancement factor.
From Eq. (27), the enhancement factor E, and hence JH, is obtained by trial

and error. Using the two numbers Ha and E, the four situations in Figure 45.2
can be now quantitatively described:
� Situation 1: very slow reaction, Ha�0, CH,L�C i

H,L�C eq
H,L diffusion pro-

cesses are not limiting, the reactor performances are readily estimated using
the intrinsic chemical kinetics.

� Situation 2: slow chemical reaction, Ha < 0.3, E�1. The Hatta number is
small, and thus the chemical reaction does not modify the mass transfer pro-
cess and consequently, E�1. However, the chemical reaction is not so slow
compared to the mass transfer rate. The hydrogen concentration in the bulk
is smaller than the equilibrium concentration. The substrate concentration A
is constant in the film and is almost that in the bulk. The consumption of H2

and A is negligible in the film and takes place in the bulk of the liquid. The
reactor performances are obtained straightforwardly (see below). The mass
transfer rate is obtained by JH = kL (C eq

H,L–CH,L).
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Fig. 45.3 The Van Krevelen and Hoftijzer diagram.



� Situation 3: fast reaction, 0.3< Ha < 3, E > 1. The reaction occurs in the bound-
ary layer to a large extent so that the hydrogen concentration in the bulk of
the liquid is very low. The mass transfer rate is obtained by JH = EkL(Ceq

H,L–
CH,L) with E�

�����������������
1�Ha2
�

, E < E�.
� Situation 4: very fast reaction, Ha > 3 and E < E�, E�Ha. All the conversion

occurs in the boundary layer. The hydrogen concentration in the bulk of the
liquid falls to zero. Thus, all the catalyst in the bulk is useless. For instanta-
neous reactions, Ha
3, E = E� and the reaction takes place in a narrow
plane located somewhere in the boundary layer; the larger E� the closer to
the interface the reaction plane. If the limiting enhancement factor E� is very
high, it is said that the reaction takes place at the gas–liquid interface. Such a
case is referred to as “surface reaction”.

In situations 3 and 4, as much interface area as possible with a minimum vol-
ume of bulk liquid is required. However, hydrogenations are not very fast reac-
tions and, in most cases, situations 1 or 2 prevail.

In this section, we have examined how the coupling between mass transfer
and the chemical reaction defines the concentration profile of the limiting re-
agent (i.e., hydrogen), and how the mass or molar flow between the gas and the
liquid phase can be computed. In the next section, the estimation of the overall
rate of reaction (i.e., the reactor productivity) will be reviewed for different gas–
liquid reactors.

45.2.4
Coupling of Reaction and Mass Transfer in Ideal Reactors

On a theoretical basis, when considering two fluid phases and the three basic
ideal reactors (i.e., a closed stirred tank (batch), continuous stirred tank (CSTR)
and plug flow), six ideal reactor types can be listed. Applying the specificity of
homogeneous hydrogenations reduces the number to only four cases. Indeed,
when considering a gas phase composed of pure hydrogen, perfectly mixed or
plug flow considerations for the gas phase are equivalent. Second, as hydrogen
is poorly soluble, hydrogenation reactors are conducted under constant hydro-
gen pressure to achieve high substrate conversion. Thus, the three ideal reactors
investigated here are:
� stirred tank reactor, closed to liquid, open to gas feed (batch or B)
� stirred tank reactor, open to the liquid and the gas (CSTR)
� plug flow reactor, open to the liquid and the gas (PF).

(Note here that the term “batch” refers to the liquid phase – that is, to the dis-
solved reagents.)

Last but not least, the following simplifications and/or assumptions are gener-
ally valid and/or can be achieved and checked:
1. The gas phase is pure hydrogen at constant pressure (no need to write gas

phase mass balance).
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2. The hydrogenation corresponds to a single reaction S+�H2�P with very high
chemo- or regio-selectivity; thus, negligible side reactions and with �= 1 gener-
ally, the ubiquitous case of asymmetric hydrogenations has been investigated
[43].

3. The liquid phase volume can be considered as constant (except for the semi-
batch!), since the change in molar volume going from the reagent to product
is minimal, especially in the case of the rather large molecules used in phar-
maceutical applications and/or the reagent is diluted with a solvent.

4. Isothermal conditions prevail.

In the following, the mass balance for substrate S and hydrogen in the liquid
phase are written, considering that assumptions 1 to 4 hold. For a more illustra-
tive view, mass balance is proposed with the concentrations as variables. In gen-
eral, if the reaction stoichiometry is known, then the conversion number is used
as the unified single variable.

45.2.4.1 Mass Balance for a Batch Reactor

For substrate S:
dCS�L

dt
� �r�CH�L�CS�L� �28�

For hydrogen:
dCH�L

dt
� ��r�CH�L�CS�L�	










��












Reaction

�EkLa�Ceq
H�L � CH�L�	














��
















Mass transfer

�29�

Clearly, for a very slow reaction (Ha < 0.3), the gas to liquid mass transfer is
not limiting, which translates into CH,L�C eq

H,L (see above), thus making the
contribution of mass transfer negligible. Equation (29) can be discarded as
CH,L�C eq

H,L can be used in Eq. (28).
From a production viewpoint, the operating parameter is the time required to

achieve a given conversion of S. It is obtained by solving the set of differential
Eqs. (28) and (29). This requires knowledge of the intrinsic rate law r (CS, CH),
the volumetric mass transfer coefficient kLa, the boundary conditions (initial
and final concentrations of hydrogen and substrate S, i.e., C in

H,L, C out
H,L, C in

S,L, and
C out

S,L, the two latter being related by the conversion), and a good estimate of the
enhancement factor E. The latter factor is estimated with Eq. (27), and requires
knowledge of the hydrogen and substrate S diffusion coefficients in the liquid
phase and the Hatta number.

Very often, the quasi steady-state assumption for the hydrogen liquid phase
concentration is proposed (Eq. (30)):

dCH�L

dt
� ��r�CH�L�CS�L� � EkLa�Ceq

H�L � CH�L� � 0 �30�

This generally leads to a much simpler integration of Eq. (28). Even under a
constant hydrogen pressure, this assumption is not valid in the early stages of
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the reaction, nor when complete conversion is achieved as hydrogen will still be
transferred as long as the hydrogen liquid phase concentration does not reach
the equilibrium concentration. However, it is generally valid for most of the re-
action course.

When applying, the simplified following expressions are obtained:

For substrate S: tBatch �
�Cout

S�L

Cin
S�L

dCS�L

r�CH�L�CS�L�
�31�

For hydrogen: EkLa�Ceq
H�L � CH�L� � �r�CH�L�CS�L� �32�

45.2.4.2 Mass Balance for a CSTR Reactor

For substrate S:
Q
VL

Cin
S�L	


��




Inlet

� r�CH�L�CS�L�	








��









Reaction

� Q
VL

Cout
S�L	





��







Outlet

� dCS�L

dt	
��

Accumulation

�33�

For hydrogen:
Q
VL

Cin
H�L � �r�CH�L�CS�L� � EkLa�Ceq

H�L�CH�L�	













��














Mass transfer

� Q
VL

Cout
H�L �

dCH�L

dt

�34�

Similar to the case of the batch reactor, CH,L�C eq
H,L (for Ha < 0.3) and Eq.

(34) is eliminated.
The operating parameter for the CSTR reactor is the liquid flow rate Q, which

sets the residence time of the liquid through the ratio Q/VL and finally the conver-
sion. From a production viewpoint, the (residence) time required to achieve a given
conversion of S (or outlet concentration of S) is obtained by solving the set of Eqs.
(33) and (34). The characteristics of the reactor kLa and VL must be known. In gen-
eral, whereas VL is easily determined in a batch reactor, it is not in a CSTR. Rather,
VL = �LVR will be used, which requires knowledge of the liquid hold-up �L. Correla-
tions provide kLa (see below) and �L characteristics for the different reactor types [3].

45.2.4.2.1 Simplified Mass Balances
In most continuous hydrogenations, hydrogen is fed through the gas inlet only
(C in

H,L = 0). As hydrogen is poorly soluble in liquids, the outlet molar flow of hy-
drogen in the liquid can be neglected (QC out

H,L/VL�0) compared to the mass
transfer flow and the reaction flow. Because the reactor is perfectly mixed, the
outlet concentration of S is that in the reactor (C out

S,L = CS,L). Finally, CSTRs are
operated over production times much longer than the residence time (otherwise
there is no point in working with a continuous reactor!); thus, steady-state con-
ditions stand for most of the production, which translate into:
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dCS�L

dt
� 0 and

dCH�L

dt
� 0

With these simplifications, Eqs. (33) and (34) reduce to a set of algebraic Eqs.
(35) and (36), which can easily be solved.

For reagent A:
Q
�VR
�Cin

S�L � CS�L� � r�CH�L�CS�L� �35�

For hydrogen: EkLa�Ceq
H�L � CH�L� � �r�CH�L�CS�L� �36�

Note that these equations allow the residence time and conversion to be com-
puted, but other process issues are neglected. For example, although assump-
tion 1 is considered, any solvent exhibits some vapor pressure and thus can be
extracted by the outlet hydrogen feed.

45.2.4.3 Mass Balance for a Plug Flow Reactor
Beside assumptions 1 to 4, a further operating condition is required (and is
most often valid!) which simplifies the analysis. The hydrogen flow rate is large
compared to the hydrogen consumption by the chemical reaction, and this
translates into assuming the liquid hold-up �L constant over the reactor length.
Under these conditions, and considering the simplifications (C in

H,L = 0, QC out
H,L/

VL = 0 and steady state) proposed in Section 45.2.4.2 on CSTR, the simplified
mass balances for S and hydrogen in the liquid phase become:

For substrate S:
�LVR

Q
�
�Cout

S�L

Cin
S�L

dCS�L

r�CH�L�CS�L�
�37�

For hydrogen: EkLa�Ceq
H�L � CH�L� � �r�CH�L�CS�L� �38�

45.3
Industrial Reactor and Scale-Up Issues

Many types of reactor may be used for gas–liquid reactions, including bubble
columns, mechanically stirred tanks, plate columns, counter- or co-current
packed bed columns, falling films, venturi ejectors, and spray columns. These
types of equipment differ in properties such as shape, size, arrangement of in-
ternal components used to promote gas–liquid contact and heat removal. They
also cover a wide variety of fields, including chemistry, biochemistry, refining,
petro-chemistry, food processing, environment, and pharmaceuticals [3, 5]. Se-
lective hydrogenation processes are generally carried out in stirred tank batch
reactors (“Batch”), with some examples using CSTRs [44 a] or jet-loop venturi re-
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actors [44b]. Loop reactors are suited to the efficient removal of heat while
maintaining good gas to liquid mass transfer capabilities.

Stirred tank reactors are mostly used because they provide a rapid means of
obtaining a uniform composition and temperature throughout the reaction mix-
ture; they also offer the flexibility required for the small-scale production of
many different molecules. Companies such as Biazzi, Davy Process Technology
(Buss loop technology), DeDietrich and others provide technology adapted to hy-
drogenations (i.e., pressures up to 100 bar and temperatures up to 200 �C) [45–
47]. Here, some scale-up issues related to stirred tank reactors are described.

Mechanically stirred gas–liquid reactor performances are affected by the de-
gree of mixing, apparatus geometry, stirring power, flow rate, discharge and
feed locations for the gas and liquid. For a correct design, the following require-
ments must be satisfied:
� satisfactory reactants and catalyst homogeneity in the liquid phase;
� satisfactory dissipation of the reaction heat to insure reactor stability and a

reasonable uniform reactor temperature; and
� optimal gas hold-up and sufficient bubble break up to guarantee adequate

gas–liquid mass transfer.

Quantitative design correlations to meet these requirements are available in the
literature [1–3].

The scale-up of mechanically stirred gas–liquid reactors mainly involves reac-
tor size and stirrer size, and is generally based on homothetic designs from pi-
lot tests. The similitude in the scale-up means that the following parameters are
– or at least should be – kept constant:
(i) power dissipation of the stirrer per unit volume (or mass) of liquid;
(ii) heat transfer capability per unit reactor volume; and
(iii) gas–liquid volumetric mass transfer coefficient.

Point (i) only requires the assumption that the power input per unit volume is
constant. Items (ii) and (iii) are further discussed below. Most often, these three
conditions are difficult to satisfy simultaneously, and a choice must be made be-
tween them.

For most homogeneous hydrogenations, heat transfer is generally not an issue.
With heat of reactions in the range 100 to 150 kJ mol–1 (see above), and consider-
ing that dilute (0.5 to 2 kmol m–3) solutions of the substrate are most often used,
the maximum adiabatic temperature rise can be estimated (Eq. (39)):

�Tmax
adiab �

Cin
A�L���H�
�Lcpm

�39�

For organic liquids, �L and cpm are in the range 800 to 1100 kg m–3 and 2000
to 3000 J kg–1 K–1, respectively; this leads to maximum adiabatic temperature
rises of 15 to 150 K. Conventional mechanically agitated tank reactors can deal
with �Tmax

adiab in the range 0 to 20 K, but from 20 <�Tmax
adiab < 50, the boiling tem-
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perature of the solvent must be checked for safety as a rise of the total pressure
may be large depending on the solvent. A pressure-resistant liquid condenser
may be used as a simple heat exchanger. From 50 <�Tmax

adiab < 150, specifically de-
signed reactors displaying good to excellent heat transfer capacity must be used.
Two technologies are available for this: (i) stirred tanks equipped with high sur-
face internals to improve heat exchange (Biazzi); or (ii) loop reactors equipped
with an external heat exchanger (Buss loop reactor) [45–47]. While most hydro-
genators are stirred tanks, loop reactors are also used for asymmetric hydroge-
nations [48, 49]. It should be noted, however, that the mass transfer capability
of such loop reactors was questioned [50].

The schematic illustration in Figure 45.4 shows that, beside the gas injection,
the gas–liquid stirred tank is very similar to devices used for single liquid-phase
operations. However, both good mixing and good mass transfer between the gas
and the liquid phase are required. Thus, high-shear impellers are preferred to
propellers, which are less efficient for promoting a large interfacial area. Rush-
ton-type turbines satisfy these requirements, and are largely used in industry.
Typical aspect ratios are given in the figure for the tank, equipped with internals
(three to four baffles, gas-sparger) and for the widely used six flat-blades turbine
(Rushton-type). Similar turbines equipped with hollow shaft and impellers – the
so-called “self-inducing gas effect turbines” such as the Cavitator® – allow better
gas–liquid mass transfer.
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Batch operations are usually performed in a similar vessel without liquid and
gas outlet. In such a set-up (batch) the hydrogen is still fed to the tank, at a
flow rate corresponding to the chemical consumption, and possibly to heat re-
moval capability.

Many correlations allow estimation of the gas–liquid volumetric mass transfer
coefficient kLa in mechanically stirred tank reactors. The following intends not
to provide a comprehensive review but rather a critical evaluation of selected
correlations adapted to hydrogenations [Eqs. (40) to (43)] [25, 51–53].

kLa � 0�06
DA�L

d2
A

� �
NRd2

A�L

�L

� �1�5
N2

RdA

g

� �0�19
�L

�LDH�L

� �0�5
�LVSG

�L

� �0�6 NRdA

VSG

� �0�32

�40�

kLa � 0�026
P
VL

� �0�4

V0�5
SG �41�

kLa � 55�2
DA�L

d2
A

� �
N2

RdA

g

� �2�07
NRd2

A�L

�L

� �1�2
N2

Rd3
A�L

�L

� ��1�34

�42�

kLa � 0�0003
DA�L

d2
A

� �
�L

�LDA�L

� �0�5 NRd2
A�L

�L

� �1�45 N2
Rd3

A�L

�L

� �0�5

�43�

All correlations exhibit a dependence of the volumetric mass transfer coeffi-
cient kla towards: (i) the properties of the fluids such as those of the liquid (�L,
�L, �L) and of the gas (DA,L); (ii) the vessel geometry (dA thus dT and others; see
Fig. 45.4); and (iii) the agitation speed (NR). All of these data are easy to collect,
and the determination of kLa should not be problematic.

However, correlations have been established using some experimental investi-
gations, and thus are checked for a restricted range of operating conditions (re-
actor volume, nature of the liquid, of the gas, pressure and temperature range)
and reactor set-up.

For example, the first and second correlations [Eqs. (40) and (41)] were estab-
lished using a continuous flow of air/oxygen in an open-end gas set-up which
resulted in an important contribution of the superficial gas velocity (VSG) to the
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Table 45.6 Reactor and experimental conditions used for the correlations.

VR Turbine Baffles Gas “A” Liquid Temp.
[�C]

P
[MPa]

Reference

Eq. (40) 12�L 6 �Rushton 4 O2 glycerol-water
mixtures

30 0.1 51

Eq. (42) 2.25�L 6 �Rushton 2 H2 propylene 24–60 1.1–5.5 53
Eq. (43) 0.5�L 6 �Rushton

gas-effect
4 H2

N2

water
ethanol

20–80 1–5 25



mass transfer process. A correlation close to that in Eq. (41) has been used for
the scale-up of Jacobsen hydrolytic kinetic resolution [54]. However, such corre-
lations cannot be used for batch reactors equipped with a hydrogen delivery sys-
tem, a set-up often encountered in batch production for fine chemicals. Conse-
quently, before any further investigations are made it is highly advisable to
check the numerical values obtained, using the three proposed correlations.

A comparison between the two last correlations and experimental data for
small laboratory reactors (25 to 300 cm3) equipped with a magnetic stirrer or a
traditional six-blade impeller (not Rushton-type) and using a catalytic hydroge-
nation in organic solvent has been published (Fig. 45.5) [55].

Three conclusions can be made:
� The two correlations can yield very similar predictions when used inappropri-

ately (i.e., without consideration of the very small size of the reactor;
Fig. 45.5 a), but they give different results when larger tank dimensions are
reached (Fig. 45.5b).

� The experimental data are not well fitted by the correlations, thus demonstrat-
ing the importance of the stirrer shape and dimensions.

� In the case where no correlations are available (i.e., the application involves
an exotic fluid, a non-traditional stirrer or a very small reactor), experimental
measurements of kLa must be performed to afford power law correlations val-
id for very similar reactor, turbines and fluids. Several techniques for kLa de-
termination have been published [56].
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Fig. 45.5 Dependence of the volumetric mass transfer coeffi-
cient with the speed of agitation for correlations of Eqs. (42)
and (43) and comparison with experimental data for: (a) a 25-
cm3 tank reactor equipped with a four-blade impeller; and (b)
a 300-cm3 tank reactor equipped with a four-blade gas-induc-
ing turbine.



45.4
Future Developments

In the future, it is possible that homogeneous hydrogenations will develop to a
point where continuous processes are required [44 b]. This will not necessarily
be due to large-scale production but, rather, to technological pressures from the
pharmaceutical industry. The driving force behind this will be the need for a
more rational use of expensive catalysts (asymmetric hydrogenations), for homo-
geneous catalyst recovery (ionic liquids, other bi-phase systems), or supported
catalyst technology. The CSTR might not represent the best choice when switch-
ing to continuous processes.

Batch or semi-batch reactors are used in fine chemical and pharmaceutical
productions because the production rates are small enough to allow quenching
of the reaction, and because a single reactor system may be used for many
products. In some cases, continuous operation may be mandatory for reasons
dictated by the scale of production, economics, kinetics and safety. For asym-
metric hydrogenations, expensive molecular catalysts are often used in gas–liq-
uid systems for which precise control of reaction conditions is necessary. Capital
costs in term of occupancy might also be an issue. Some hydrogenations dis-
play strong exotherms, such as the hydrogenation of nitro-derivatives, and this
requires specific scale-up design that is not easy to achieve with traditional reac-
tor technology. Last – and by no means least – hydrogen is considered to be a
dangerous reagent, and any design aiming at reducing the hydrogen inventory
inside the reaction medium would be beneficial.

New reactor technologies are currently under development, and these include
meso- and micro-structured reactors or the use of membranes. Among meso-
structured reactors, monolithic catalysts play a pre-eminent role in environmen-
tal applications, initially in the cleaning of automotive exhaust gases. Beside this
gas–solid application, other meso-structures such as membranes [57, 58], corru-
gated plate or other “arranged catalysts” and, of course, monoliths can be used
as multiphase reactors [59, 60]. These reactors also offer a real potential for pro-
cess intensification, which has already been demonstrated in commercial appli-
cations such as the production of hydrogen peroxide.

In recent years, micro-structured reactors have attracted considerable attention
for a variety of applications [61, 62]. Such micro devices are characterized by a
laminar flow, and the very high surface-to-volume ratio they provide leads to in-
creased mass and heat transfer, offering the potential for process intensification.
It has also been recognized that micro-structured components, because of their
low mass and thermal inertia, are able to offer short response times for unstea-
dy state periodic operations. Micro-reactors have been used successfully for
fluorination, oxidations and both heterogeneous [63–65] and homogeneous hy-
drogenations [66]. A review on gas–liquid micro-structured reactors has been
published [67]. The very small material inventory when using micro devices
offers another advantage, notably as a laboratory tool for screening applications,
kinetics determination and process data acquisition, where the main concern is
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to gain as much information as possible with minimal reagent inventory [66,
68].

While batch reactors remain the “workhorse” in fine chemical production, the
need to switch to continuous processes will increase the use of meso- and mi-
cro-structured reactors both at the laboratory scale (for discovery, process data
determination, demonstration, small-scale production) and at the production
level.

Nomenclature

Symbol Definition Unit

A Interfacial area m2

a Specific interfacial area per volume of gas–liquid
emulsion

m2 mG+L
–3

aL Specific interfacial area per volume of liquid m2 mL
–3

CA,G Concentration of gas A in the gas phase mol mG
–3

CA,L Concentration of gas A in the bulk of the liquid mol mL
–3

C i
A,G Concentration of gas A at the interface, gas side mol mG

–3

C i
A,L Concentration of gas A at the interface, liquid side mol mL

–3

C eq
A,L Concentration of gas A in the liquid at

equilibrium
ml mL

–3

CH,L Concentration of hydrogen dissolved in the bulk of
the liquid

ml mL
–3

C eq
H,L Concentration of hydrogen in the liquid at

equilibrium
mol mL

–3

CS,L Concentration of substrate S in the bulk of the
liquid

mol mL
–3

C i
S,L Concentration of substrate S at the interface,

liquid side
mol mL

–3

CH Hydrogen concentration in the intrinsic kinetic
law

mol mL
–3

CS Substrate concentration in the intrinsic kinetic law mol mL
–3

CL Total concentration of the liquid mol mL
–3

cpm Global specific heat of the liquid J kg–1 K–1

dA Diameter of the turbine, of the agitation device m
DA,G Diffusion coefficient of gas A in the gas phase m2 s–1

DA,L Diffusion coefficient of dissolved gas A in the
liquid phase

m2 s–1

DH,L Diffusion coefficient of hydrogen in the liquid
phase

m2 s–1

DS,L Diffusion coefficient of substrate S in the liquid
phase

m2 s–1
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Symbol Definition Unit

E Enhancement factor –
g Acceleration due to gravity 9.81 m s–2

HA or HH Henry constant for gas A or hydrogen related to
concentration

MPa m3 mol–1

Hx
A or Hx

H Henry constant for gas A or hydrogen related to
molar fraction

MPa

in Superscript related to initial (Batch) or inlet
(CSTR, PF) concentration

–

JA, JH Mass transfer rate of gas A, of hydrogen mol s–1 mL
–3

kc Reaction rate constant variable
kL Mass transfer coefficient of the gas being trans-

ferred, liquid side
m s–1

kLa Volumetric mass transfer coefficient of the gas
being transferred

s–1

ML Molar weight of the liquid (in Table 45.3) kg mol–1

n, m Reaction order in intrinsic kinetic law –
NR Rotational speed of turbine, of agitation device s–1

out Superscript related to final (Batch) or outlet
(CSTR, PF) concentration

–

P Power dissipated in reactor W
PpA, PpH Partial pressure of gas A, or hydrogen, in the gas

phase
MPa or Pa

Q Volumetric liquid flow rate mL
3 s–1

r Intrinsic rate of reaction mol mL
–3 s–1

VG Volume of gas in the gas–liquid emulsion mG
3

VL Volume of liquid in the gas–liquid emulsion mL
3

VR Volume of the gas–liquid emulsion in the reactor mG+L
3

VSG Superficial gas velocity m s–1

x Spatial coordinate m
xA Molar fraction of dissolved gas A in the liquid

phase
–

xi Molar fraction of compound i in the liquid phase
(general)

–

x j
mix Molar fraction of solvent j in the liquid mixture –

�H Heat of reaction (unit to be used in equations) J mol–1 K–1

�L Volume fraction of the gas–liquid emulsion occu-
pied by the gas

–

�L Dynamic viscosity of the liquid Pa s
�A Molar volume of dissolved gas A at its normal

boiling temperature
m3 mol–1

�L Molar volume of the liquid L at its normal boiling
temperature

m3 mol–1
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Symbol Definition Unit

� Stoichiometric coefficient –
�L Density of the liquid phase kg mL

–3

�A Spherical diameter of dissolved A molecule m
�L Superficial or interfacial tension of the liquid N m–1

Abbreviations

CSTR continuous stirred tank reactor
PFR plug flow reactor
STR stirred tank reactor (batch reactor)
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